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  Written for anybody who gets the desire to control their destiny, dreams to be a make-up artist, or is
merely looking for a fun, second job, make-up artistry and beauty could be the remedy.This book will
guide and navigate the reader through all aspects of opening and owning a successful home-based
business as a makeup artist. Instead of concentrating on just one single aspect, makeup artistry or
business, this book will walk them through the methods necessary to be a savvy businessperson and an
artist qualified to service individuals with a particular section about brides.
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Amazing starting point I don't usually leave evaluations on Amazon and We purchase a lot of books!
Great buy! Definitely lots of helpful info for both newbie MUAs and seasoned MUAs. Best buy I've Lays
everything one must begin freelancing. I learned so much about starting a fresh career in makeup artistry
and would recommend this book to anyone else looking to get started with a profession in makeup.
Essential read! You have to buys this book! It's rather a great examine!. I gave it a 5 superstar rating
because it has everything you need to learn about staring your personal business in the field of Makeup
Artistry. Because of this it discouraged me. You can tell that the writer really wants to assist you to. I feel
like I got to know the author on an individual level and would love to meet her 1 day. Honesty, it the best
cash you'll every spent to get started! she seems pleased with it though just what i ordered, thanks! my
sister borrowed it though before i acquired a chance to examine it and i havent seen it since. so im
guessing it is working well, shes not a MUA but a chef. she seems happy with it though, so my guess
there exists a fair quantity of info that's good for most home-based businesses that is also awesome! Five
Stars Great read for up and coming MUA's. Not for unprofessionals This sure does have the basics! Five
Stars I acquired this for my niece and it has great information! This book was a straightforward read and
very informative. How to Start a Home-based Makeup Artist Business I like this book! It really is well
created in a good tone/language. All the details about makeup you need to know about (specifically as a
make-up artist)is explained and resolved in this great book, from doing the make-up techniques to
performing the home-centered business. One down side for this publication I must say is that it is only in
pink and dark, and does not have any photos of any makeup work at all. Excellent. It is extremely
complicated and makes it abundantly very clear that you shouldn't take this undertaking lightly. This book
covers it all, from beginning to end. Greatest buy I've made Love it! Awesome book! I am looking to get
started in makeup artistry but didn't understand where to start. I am so glad I found this book! Every
MUA SHOULD Browse! Over-all, it is an excellent source for information in makeup artistry. Nothing is
left out. Perfect. The color wheel isn't even in colors. Extremely thorough, and easy to understand.
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